
 

 

  

 
Wickness Models Soundscape Class 42 Warship 
 

 

Manufacturer: -  

Wickness Models Project number: - WM042-1S  

Project version: - SSV1-London 
 

Class 42 Warship 

Power type Diesel-hydraulic 

Builder British Railways' Swindon Works 

Build date 1958–1961 

Total produced 38 

The Western Region of British Railways had decided upon hydraulic transmission with lightweight alloy construction for 

its new diesel locomotives to replace "King" and "Castle" class steam locomotives. This was partly because of the stiff 

gradients between Exeter and Plymouth on the Exeter to Plymouth line: to save fuel compared with hauling the 

additional weight of the locomotive up these gradients and allow an extra revenue-earning passenger coach to be 

added to the train. 

In 1960 British Rail introduced the Class 43 diesel hydraulic locomotives, with a maximum tractive effort of 53,400 

pounds-force (238,000 N). These were constructed by North British Locomotives, numbered in the range D833 to D865 

and also bore names. Although of a very similar design to the Swindon-built examples, the 43s were equipped with 

MAN engines and Voith hydraulic transmissions at a similar power rating as the Swindon locomotives. The Maybach 

engines were a more sophisticated design, with advanced features such as oil-cooled pistons that the MAN design 

lacked. The German V200 class, upon which the D800 design was based, used Mercedes and Maybach engines – the 

MAN engines were not fitted in significant numbers to V200 locomotives – coupled to Mekydro and Voith transmissions 

in roughly equal proportions, with engines and transmissions being completely interchangeable. Thus one locomotive 

might have one Mercedes engine coupled to a Mekydro transmission and a Maybach coupled to a Voith. This 

interchangeability of engines and transmissions was theoretically a feature of the BR design as well, but was never 

exploited. Detail differences in the floor construction after the first few Swindon production locomotives removed the 

ability to exchange transmissions. 

Each locomotive bore a name: for example D825 was Intrepid. All except D800 and D812 were named after Royal 

Navy vessels, thus the "Warship diesel" moniker used to refer to the class. D800 was named Sir Brian Robertson after 

the Chairman of the British Transport Commission at the time. D812 was planned to carry the name Despatch but was 

eventually named Royal Naval Reserve 1859–1959. All except these two bore a subtitle "Warship Class" in smaller 

letters underneath the main name. 

Prejudice against hydraulic transmission in the higher echelons of BR's engineering divisions decreed in 1967 that all 

the WR's diesel-hydraulics were non-standard and should be withdrawn as soon as possible. Added to this were 

practical problems modernising the D800s: because of the scaled-down bodyshell there was very little room inside for 

extra equipment. It was, for example, physically impossible to accommodate a compressor as well as an exhauster, so 

the locomotives were unable to haul newer designs of air-braked coaching stock. It also proved impractical to equip 

them with electric train heating (ETH) equipment, for similar reasons, so they retained unreliable steam heat boilers to 

the end of their lives 

Decoder Type: - V4, V4 Micro, V4XL Speed Steps: 128 

CV63 Main Volume: - 128(Max 192) Speaker: (4-8 Ohm) 

Volume CV's Column: - Relevant CV's to adjust individual sound volumes 

Volume Values Column: - Default volume setting for relevant sound CV's

 

 



 

Key Function  Volume CVs Volume values 

F0 Directional Headlight    

F1 Startup/Shutdown Motor 1  259,267 90, 128 

F2 Airhorn  403 128 

F3 Startup/Shutdown Motor 2  267 128 

F4 Long Airhorn  275 128 

F5 Compressor  299 68 

F6 Acceleration/Brake Time, Shunting Mode,/Shunting 
Speed 

   

F7 Curve Squeel  371 83 

F8 Aux 1    

F9 Compressed Air Let off  323 120 

F10 Conductors Signal  331 128 

F11 Coupler  315 100 

F12 Sand  339 72 

F13 Main Soundscape  355 128 

F14 Station People  307 110 

F15 Short Airhorn  379 128 

F16 Open Close Door  347 110 

F17 Rail Clank  387 90 

F18 Station Announcement 2  363 128 

F19 Emrgency Brake  411 54 

F20 Brake Release-Set  427 54 

F21 Station Announcement 3  435 128 

F22 Doppler Effect    

F23 Fade Out Sound    

F24 Diesel Notch Up    

F25 Diesel Notch Down    

F26 Disable Brake Sound    

F27 Dynamic Brake    

F28 Volume Control    

 

Acceleration - assigning this option disables momentum effects 

Shunting mode – this option halves speed, useful in yard operations  

Doppler Effect – simulates a Doppler sound effect based on speed when enabled 

Diesel notch up - allows notching up of one notch per key press (~ 1 sec cycle), or engage for multiple notch points. 

Notches up regardless of speed. 

Diesel notch down – notch down as above. Note: once engaged manual notching remains in effect until locomotive is 

stopped and notch point is at idle. 

Disable brake sound – when engaged turns off automatic brake sound (CV459 (CV32=1)) 

 

  


